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ALTHOUGH IT IS NOW clear that the constitution impo~ed on the
Transkei bears no resemblance to independence or self-government,
as these terms have come to be understood, it is still important to
consider the full implication of the new status which has been
forced on the territory-as Transkeian leaders are doing now.

Political leaders in the Transkei, who can make or break
Transkeian independence, are. in two groups. The arguments each
uses echo many of the lines of reasoning followed by the extra
parliamentary opposition in South Afric.a, and are difficult to
reconcile. One group says:

"Dr. Verwoerd will not give freedom because the Afrikaners
will never accord equality between black and white: they have to
dom~nate. He will not risk a successfully non-racial Transkei, nor
a bridgehea<L or even coast-line, for an offensive of any kind on
the Republic. He is in fact offering Bantu Authorities under
another name, and this is totally unacceptable. Even if the new
Transkeian government were 10 get the better of him and establish
a fully independent, non-racial, democratic state, backed by foreign
capital, this would be an acceptance of a form. of separation, and
we are pledged to fight for full freedom for a united South Africa."

The other replies: "The Afrikaners prefer isolation to domina
tion of the Africans. Once again they have sought isolation, by
trying to push the Xhosa-speaking people back over the Kei River.
But they have left a fifth column behind in the Republic, which is
many times their own size. They are gambling that they can keep
control of a self-governing or even an independent Transkei
through puppet chiefs tied to their purse strings. They have been
forced to take this gamble because the African people and their
allies at home and abroad have forced them to seek isolation again,
by giving the Transkei self-government. We should therefore seize
this chance of using Verwoerd's great mistake against him, to gain
full independence and to use a free Transkei as a weapon against
White supremacy in the Republic. H all else fails, by demanding
full independence we will at least call Verwoerd's bluff should he
block it."

The underlying difference in premise is that one side believes
that Verwoerd wants to keep the Transkei while pretending to free
it, the other that he wants to free it but not so that it will endanger
him.

Both sides should realize that Dr. Verwoerd probably reckons
with either possibility. The important fact is that he has been
forced by local and world-wide· opposition to act with a hastij·Leer-"'-;:;:~ImiDtvjl1'fi~Jl



that he would not have envisaged before Sharpeville
removed his last hopes of retaining the status quo and
calling it apartheid. .. .. .

There is also an underlymg dIfference ill prmcIple.
One side believes it is right and courageous to seize
Transkeian independence as a weapon against apartheid
as a whole. The other considers that to touch anything
Dr. Verwoerd offers defiles, and will paralyse those who
would otherwise be fighting against apartheid.

This must not be seen just as the old argument
between. infiltration and subverting on the one hand,
and non-collaboration on the other. Transkeian inde
pendence could be forged into a weapon against White
supremacy without compromise on the part of those
who used it. It would be a weapon heartily approved by
the outside world to whom the argument between sub
version and non-collaboration is largely academic.

Transkeian independence could indeed be Verwoerd's

fatal mistake, caused by his contempt for the intelli
gence of African people. It would be a pity were the
Transkeian situation not tested to the full. So few ways
are now open to the believer in non-violence who wishes
to end oppression in South Africa. e
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The Roots of Pan-Africanism COLIN LEGUM

The following article is an abbreviated version
from Africa-A Complete Handbook on the
Continent. Published by Anthony Blond, London.
4 gns. (R8.40).

PAN-AFRICANISM DOES not lend itself to simple or
precise definition; it is a p~ntechnicon ~or the con
venient assembly of related Ideas. They Jostle, .some
times even contradict, each other; but they constItute a
movement of ideas no less coherent than, say,
Capitalism, Socialism, World Federalism, or Zion~m.

If Capitalism is a belief in private enterp~lSe;

if Socialism is a belief in a planned economy to achieve
social equality; if World Federalism is a belief in a
form of world government limiting t~e sov~reignty of
nations; if £ionism is a belief-in a JewIsh NatIonal State
in Palestine-then Pan-Africanism can be similarly
simplified into a belief in the uniqueness and spiritual
unity of black people; an acknowledgment of their ri&ht
to self-determination in Africa, and to be treated WIth
dignity as equals in all parts of the world.

Pan-Africanism was born at the turn of the century
as a protest against the "otherliness" of black men: the
universal inferiority of his status. In 1900 it proclaimed
that 'the problem of the twentieth century is the colour
line(1)-the relation of the darker to the lighter races
of men in Asia and Africa, in America and the islands
of the sea'. For eighteen years longer than Moses'
sojourn in the wilderness, its apostles developed their
ideas in exile; then in 1958 Pan-Africanism was planted
on the soil of Africa, where we can now see the begin
nings of its struggles to find effective fulfilment.

Ten years or so after the holding of the first Zionist
Conference, Dr. William E. Burghardt DuBois-the
most important Pan-Africanist until the Second World
War-wrote: '... The African movement means to us
what the Zionist movement must mean to the Jews, the

COL 1NL E GUM, a South African, is chief Com
monwealth correspondent on The Observer,
London.
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: . ..'.: ~

centralization of race effort and the recognition of a
racial fount. To help bear the burden of Africa does
not mean any lessening of effort in our own problem at
home. Rather it means increased interest'(2).

The nascent ideas of Pan-Africanism bubbled up
simultaneously in the West Indies and in the United
States; there was considerable cross-fertilization of ideas
and competition of movement. Africans from South
Africa and We.st Africa studying in the United States
carried these ideas back home with them.

DuBois' insistence on the need to relate Negro
activity in the United States to support for African
liberation met with the accusation of 'dangerous diver
sification of energies which were needed in the fight for
emancipation and civil rights at home'(3).

Marcus Garvey, a Jamaican, and his precursor, Dr.
Albert Thorne, disagreed. Garvey's 'Back-to-Africa'
movement (1897 to 1925) sought to lead all blacks back
to 'where they belonged'; a sentiment he shared with
the Ku Klux Klan with whom he did not scruple to
co-operate ~4).

After the First World War the two great Negro rivals
of Pan-Africanism feuded bitterly-DuBois rejecting
the displacement of American Negroes and champion
ing self-determination for Africans; Garvey rabble
rousing his way to leadership of an enormous mass
following by his appeal to 'return to Africa'. Neverthe
less, the rivals were united on two points. They linked
the regeneration of the fortunes of the Negroes in the
diaspora to the redemption of Africa as an independent
and united continent. (Garvey proclaimed himself as
the Provisional President of a 'Racial Empire'(5) of
Africa; he died in 1940 in London without ever setting
foot on the soil of Black Zion).

The reactions of DuBois and Garvey to their colour
crystallize two themes in Pan-Africanism. Both are
completely absorbed by this colour; but DuBois'
attitude is defensively racist; Garvey's confidently,
aggressively assertive.

Many of the ideas of P"an-Africanism flowed from
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in St. Thomas in 1874. When Majola Agbebi. a Baptist
Yoruba, preached his inaugural address in 1902 at the
founding of what has been called 'the first independent
native African Church in West Africa'(lO), Blyden
believed it showed that 'Africa is struggling for a
separate personality'(ll). In that address Agbebe
showed himself the harbinger of negritude: 'I am a
Negro and all negro. I am black all over, and proud of
my beautiful black skin ...'

Through nearly a century of writing, up to the end
of the Second World War, there were two streams in
the speeches, the poetry and the writings of Negroes:
the reaction against whiteism, and the acceptance of
blackism. Often the two streams were distinctive-the
one a cry for vengeance; the other a demand for
justice. Sometimes the two streams came together:
Black justice would settle accounts with White injustice.

In his 'Notes on a Return to the Native Country' we
encounter some of the ideas that have distinguished
Aime Cesaire's intellectual contribution to Pan
Africanism. It was Cesaire who first wrote of negritude~

a central theme of Pan-Africanism.

My neg·ritude is not a rock, its deafness
hurled against the clamour of the day

My negritude is not a film of dead water
on the dead eye of the earth

My negritude is neither a tower nor
a cathedral.

It plunges into the red flesh of the earth
It plunges into the burning flesh of the sky
It pierces the opaque prostration by its

upright patience(12).

Sartre defined negritude as 'a sole idea-to make
manifest the black soul . .. from Haiti to Cayenne'. It
has also been defined as denoting' a certain quality
which is common to the thoughts and behaviour of
Negroes(13). It is difficult to define precisely because it
expresses a mystical concept-'the oneness of all
blacks'; the idea that whether a man is a Negro peon
in Haiti, an Oba in Benin, a Negro cane-cutter in Cuba,
a Negro taxi-driver in New York or Rio de Janeiro, or
a coffee planter on Kilimanjaro, there is a single Negro
consciousness.

In 1956 the World Congress of Black Writers and
Artists held their first Pan-African meeting at the Sor
bonne in Paris (still in the diaspora). Sixty delegates
came from Africa and the New World. The octogena
rian Principal of the University of Haiti, Dr. Price
Mars, opened the conference with these words: 'We
can claim to represent a vast multitude of human
beings, covering a large part of the surface of the earth,
particularly in Africa. We are all distinguished-or
nearly all-by an indelible peculiarity: the more or less
dark colour of our skin. Of this peculiarity, the hateful
commercialism of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries took advantage in order to send millions of
our ancestors into slavery across the Atlantic. But the
course of the world has turned full circle, and through
an extreme irony of fate it is this very same distinctive
sign that we use in this twentieth century to a~,
exalt and glorify the culture of the black peoples. This
Congress has no other objective'(14). .

this sense of blackness; and from the acceptance arid
rejection of what it stood for. To be black was to be
different; it was a mark of inferiority and of oppression
under colonialism and in the diaspora; it marked out
the bearer for indignity. Accepting blackness had for
long been part of a collusion with whites to accord to
them a status of inferiority-socially, politically, cultur
ally. To accept blackness proudly-as something to be
set against whiteness; to look upon it as a reminder of
the great glories of the African Past; to regard it as a
tie with other peoples of colour; not to shudder away
from it, but to embrace it-here was the Toynbeean
response to the challenge.

Proclaim all that is black noble instead of dirty;
elevate blackness into beauty:

Woman nude, woman black
Clad in your colour which is life ...

Your beauty strikes me to the heart
As lightning strikes the eagle(6)

Thus wrote a young poet who was later to become
the first President of Senegal, Leopold Senghor. (He
himself later married a white Frenchwoman).

And R. A. Armattoe of Togoland and the Gold
Coast proclaimed:(7)

Our God is black
Black of eternal blackness

With large voluptuous lips
Matted hair and brown liquid eyes ...

For in his image are we made
Our God is black.

Feelings of defeat and the longing for strength were
articulated at the same time as blackness was
embraced:(8)

Give me back my black dolls to play
The simple games of my instincts
To rest in the shadow of their laws
To recover my courage

my boldness
To feel myself myself

a new self from the one I was yesterday
yesterday

without complications
yesterday

When the hour of uprooting came.

ITo feel myself myself': here we are close to the
origin of the search for the African personality. 'A new
self from the one I was yesterday ... when the hour of
uprooting came.' The search for the African Personality
is not for the old, traditional being; it is for Pericles~

'New Man'. The poet understood this, and the
nationalist politician understands it; but it has led to
many curious contortions among those who chauvinis
tically have sought to proclaim the traditional mores of
African tribal life as the quintessence of African
Personality. They fail to understand what Pan-African
thinking has produced: that the old ways should be
searched and interpreted to give substance and shape
to the new African, regenerated from the old, but
reflecting the totality of his experiences which extend
far beyond his tribal traditional origins. Thus Pan·
Africanism rejects tribalism; its nationalism soars above
the tribe with its attachment to divisive, nuclear units.

The first discovered use(9) of the concept of 'African
Personality' was by Edward Blyden, a West Indian born
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There are two other aspects of the early beginnings
of Pan-Africanism that command attention. One is the
lack of support for ideas of violence. I have already
cited the support given by the Fifth Pan-African Con
ference to Gandhi's methods. DuBois always argued
the case for peaceful means as against violence. .

The other is the exclusiveness of blackism. Did it rule
out people of other races in Africa, or in the indepen
dence struggle? Both in theoretical argument and in
practice the answer is no. Garvey, as we have seen, was
ready to work with the Ku Klux Klan. DuBois writes
with appreciation of the efforts of American white
liberals who supported him in setting up the National
Association for the Advancement of Coloured Peoples,
and who subsequently co-operated with him in organiz
ing the first four Pan-African conferences in Europe
and America. The fifth Pan-African Congress was
opened by the Mayor of Manchester and supported by
British Liberals and Socialists. In his most racist work
Black Princess DuBois' hero valiantly tries to keep the
'broader human mass in view'(15). And there· is
Cesaire's philosophy:(16)

. . . you know my worldwide love,
know it is not hatred against other races . . .

It has become fashionable to record the history of
Pan-African congresses (before the first historic con
ference on African soil which Dr. Kwame Nkrumah
convened in Accra in 1958) as five in number; four
organized by DuBois-Paris (1919), London. (1921),
London and Lisbon (1923), New York (1927}--and the
fifth in Manchester (1945), organized under the direc
tion of DuBois by the British Section of ,the Pan
African Federation; where for the first time representa
tives from Africa themselves played a large part in the
leadership with the West Indian theoretician, George
Padmore. ·

But as Shepperson has recently shown(17), it is clear
that there was a sixth congress; it was in fact the first.
It was held in London in 1900 under the leadership of
a West Indian barrister, H. Sylvester Williams. 'A
moving spirit was Bishop Alexander WaIters of the
African Methodist Episcopal Zio!1 Church, a neglected
figure of Negro American history and a believer in the
inevitability of a "Negro Cecil Rhodes" '(18).

Sylvester Williams was the first to use the term Pan
African, as DuBois himself has admitted; although in
his earlier writings he omitted reference to this con
ference, correcting himself in his later works. DuBois
himself participated in the 1900 conference where he
made his famous statement: 'The problem of the twen
tieth century is the colour line . . .'

Much has happened in Africa since that first Pan
African conference in 1900; but some problems remain
the same. It is ironical that the 1900 conference
addressed a Memorial to Queen Victoria on two
questions which still remain with us. They protested
'against the treatment of Africans in South Africa and
Rhodesia,' and succeeded in eliciting from Joseph
Chamberlain a pledge that "Her Majesty's Government

. will not overlook the interests and welfare of the
native races"(19). .

Between 1900 and 1939 the leadership of Pan-

* * *

Africanism remained firmly with DuBois and his
American and West Indian supporters. During the war
years it came increasingly into the hands of a West
Indian group associated with Mr. George Padmore,
and with African students in London, where it stayed
until 1958 when Dr. Nkrumah successfully planted it
in Africa.

There is one Pan-African figure who deserves to be
mentioned, for although Dr. Nnamdi Azikiwe-now
Governor-General of Nigeria-was not at the famous
Fifth Pan-African Conference in Manchester, he was
nevertheless largely instrumental in spreading the con
cept of a West African Federation of States, giving
form to a concept of federalism which successive Pan
African conference decisions have since evolved.

The challenge of Pan-Africanism has been summed
up by George Padmore in this famous challenge. "In
our struggle for national freedom, human dignity and
social redemption, Pan-Africanism offers an ideological
alternative to Communism on the one side and Tribal
ism on the other. It rejects both white racialism and
black chauvinism. It stands for racial co-existence on
the basis of absolute equality and respect for human
personality. Pan-Africanism looks above the narrow
confines of class, race, tribe and religion. In other
words, it wants equal opportunity for all. Talent to be
rewarded on the basis of merit. Its vision stretches
beyond the limited frontiers of the nation-state. Its
perspective embraces the federation of regional self
governing countries and their ultimate amalgamation
into a United States of Africa. In such a Common
wealth, all men, regardless of tribe~ race, colour or
creed, shall be equal and free. And all the national
units comprising the regional federations shall be auto
nomous in all matters of common interest to the
African Union. This is our vision of the Africa of
Tomorrow-the goal of Pan-Africanism"(20).

1. W. E. B. DuBois. The Souls of Black Folk. (1903, New
York.)

2. Crisis, 17, 4, p. 166 (February, 1919); quofed by Harold
R. Isaacs in Race, (Nov. 1960.)

3. George Shepperson. Journal of African History. (Cam
bridge University Press, Vo!. 1, No. 2.)

4. G. Padmore. Pan-Africanism or Communism? (Dobson,
1956, London.)

5. Marcus Garvey. Philosophy and Opinions, Vol. 11. (Uni
versal Publishing House, 1923-6, New York.)

6. An Anthology of West African Verse. Edited by Olumbe
Bassir. (1957, Ibadan.)

7. Olumbe Bassir (Ed.); Ibid.
8. Leon Damas. Black Orpheus. (Ja.nua·ry 1958, Ibadan,

Nigeria.)
9. George Shepperson; Ibid.

10. African Times. (5 July 1899, London.)
11. George Shepperson; Ibid.
12. Translated by Samuel AlIen. Africa as seen by Negroes.

(Presence Africaine, 1958, Paris)
13. Black Orpheus. (January 1958, Ibadan.) .
14. Quoted by Janheinz Jahn. Black Orpheus. (September

1957, Ibadan.)
15. lsaacs; Ibid.
16. Aime Cesaire. Four Poems (translated by Miriam Kosh-

land). Black Orpheus. (January 1938, Ibadan.)
17. George Shepperson; Ibid.
18. George Shepperson; Ibid.
19. Quoted by Shepperson; Ibid.
20. Padmore; I bid.
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Planning for

Positive Health

ANTHONY BARKER

THAT THE HEALTH of the public is indivisible and above
party politics is evident from the considerable grants
from public funds available to anyone whose concern
is for the welfare and health of the people. Under a
succession of South African Governments there has
been an improvement in this field at least, so that the
job. of the health-man has become less back-breaking
and more rewarding even as in other respects the
country rattles down the steep slopes of misery like an
out-of-control tramcar headed for the depot of death.
The public knows and approves; when a tornado hits
Roodepoort, or floods clean out the Eastern valleys of
Natal the housewives and business men, normally sunk
in sle~p to the abiding miseries of this fair land of ours,
come in droves with blankets and ladles and buckets
of packet soup. For a while we hear nothing of old
slogans; no one wants to relieve the Bantu's disl!ess in
the Bantu's own manner; rather there is goodwill and
vision a sense of belonging together which is as refresh
in.g as'pump water to a throbbing head. Here is a furtive
giving back of goodwill filched from the people through
a hundred years of white guardianship. Be careful not
to attribute this to love and charity; the givers will be
only the more embarrassed because their acts are the
fruits of love and charity, and, honestly, we have got
to keep this country safe for our children.

Even so we applaud what has already been don~ by
the doctors and social workers and even, on occaSIons,
the politicians. But have we done enough in the past
and are we planning to do more? Consider the struggle
again~t tuberculosis alone; here the battle. ra&es. at v~st

cost with armies of doctors and nurses and IDlSSlonanes
and'doers of good, and so far we are only just learning
the appalling scale of the problem. Worse, we have so
far proved good en~ugh at the .game to keep those
alive who formerly dIed so that they are able, In com
parative good healt~ to i~fect from ~he f~tering caviti~s
in their lungs theIr children, theIr WIves and therr
harmless old grandfathers. Our maternity services
multiply mouths to eat scanty rations already incap~ble

of supporting life. This is not time to speak of hOSpItalS
and ambulance services alone; somehow we have to
find a plan sufficiently radical to act as a foundation for
the health of a whole people, and I do not think we are
yet trying to think in these terms, for our thoughts will
lead us through dangerous ground, and out on to fields
of racial equality.

ANTHONY BARKER, F.R.C.S., is doctor in
charge of the Charles Johnson Memorial Hospital,
Ngutu, Zululand, Natal. He is the author of Giving
and Receiving (V.S. title: The Man Next to Me).
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Clearly a Health Plan for us all-and I mean all
has ramifications so wide that there might be something
to be said for combining the portfolios of Minister of
Health with those of Dictator, Prime Minister or Presi
dent. We must look towards a time when each and
every citizen, man, woman or child, black or white, rich
or poor, may live as long and as fully as our under
standing and our skill can make possible. When ~o

child will die of diphtheria; no one swell up WIth
malnutrition; no one cough his .guts out in the last,
sweaty stages of consumption. And on the positive side,
can we hope to see a generation of fitter, happier
people, who will, it is true, still have problems to solve
-for in each generation men and God have to grow
into understanding-but who can tackle their problems
unhandicapped by physical ill health and mental
torpor?

Land comes first. There is no health where the soil is
ruined by bad farming and worse overcrowding; no
health where children get little or no milk for half the
year, or where the crops will only support their growers
for a mere three months after the harvest. And, of
course, this is a gloomy subject to tackle because even
in its shortened and decorative form, the Tomlinson
Commission's report makes worrying. reading, seeming
to depend for its hope of better land-distribution on
South Africa's getting hold of the protectorates and
turning all their Europeans out. Which sounds, to say
the least of it, impracticable. And you ask any farmer
about the alternative-namely a re-distribution of the
Republic's land-and stand back to hear the explosion
of basic emotions. Short cuts to redistribution
have been attempted, soil conservation schemes in the
reserves and so on, but there is no confidence; "Why
not start by givin.g us more land?" "Touch our cattle
and you touch us." Well-meaning officials doing a first
rate job of conservation can expect to meet only hosti
lity and resistance, a cutting off of personal noses to
save tribal faces: and their agents the tribal yes-men
·may find their homes in flames or have, as their last
sensation on earth, the fiery pain of a knife slipping
between their ribs.

If we could stand .lust this little fragment of reality,
and accept one fact of today's life, namely the establish
ment of a stable, urban African population, we could
cut the load on the reserves by 50% right away. The
method is simple; its implementation would imply a
complete reversal of present policies; the rewards, in
goodwill and productivity would be immediate and
enormous. Stabilise living in the cities; grant, and
respect freehold ownership there to black men and
women and you take away the need for the preservation
of a pied-a-terre in the overcrowded reserves. At
present, with the penalty of expulsion from the city
hanging over hinl after seventy-two hours' unemploy
ment, he dare not lose his foothold in the tribal door,
lest his expulsion leave him a hopeless, homeless
\\·anderer. Those left behind in the tribal lands, whose
love is still for the 'ways of their fathers, for the soil
and for cattle, might be able to use the liberated land
to greater advantage, living together with their families
without the cruel disruption of migratory labour. To'
many, and even to some who as labour organisers
should know better, the idea of a stable labour force
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in the cities is anathema, for a stable labour force
could organise, form unions, negotiate terms of service.
Yet the alternative is a bankruptcy of the land and a
mounting price to be paid in malnutrition, ill health
and physical decay.

And then food. Were we to see the population of
Africa properly fed, we should see the end of a great
deal of preventable disease, and if we must abandon, as
I have suggested, the peasant-farmer idea of African
productivity, we need a national food policy and a
radical improvement in the buying capacity of the
individual. The lack of such a policy shows clearly
enough how unreal are present-day notions of the
country's development. Yet we are a rich and produc
tive agricultural country, producing in abundance for
our own needs and for export. We can export fruit and
wine from the South and sugar from the East; from the
West and North come abundant maize, and meat which
is not all of the appalling quality of those miserable
little tins of offal 'for Native use'-which accidentally
got sent to Great Britain. Under irrigation we could be
much more productive still, as is envisaged East of the
Lebombo Mountains in the Pongola Basin, but for
whose benefit will these huge sums be spent? Not,
directly at least, for the African population, whose
needs are the greatest. Yet a national water-conserva
tion plan, with irrigation and vastly increased produc
tivity, could mean more food, more wealth, and most
of all, more health. Expensive? Yes; but good invest
ment and sound business; bread cast upon those waters
will very surely return again.

PERSONAL HISTORY

I had thought
That history was no more a part of me

Than my heart
Could change, or my head set me free

I had thought
That time could no more change me

Than the waves
That beat tremendously out of their sea

Of childhood
Change the shore. Time mocked me

And robbed me
Of certainty, but left me free

To wander
Into the year with my head as high

As timber
On the mountain. Until I die

I shall have
Heart to lean on, senses to guide me

And shall walk
Long and proud as history into history

c. J. DRIVER

6

For the majority at present living under conditions of
poverty there would have, for a number of years at
least, to be a subsidised assistance scheme providing
mild and basic foodstuffs to young people. School
feeding, which has virtually been abolished for Africans
by bribing school boards with the money so saved for
the erection of school premises, must be re-established
in an extended and improved form to include every
child in the land of whatever colour or condition. The
contemptible humbug which passes for reason in
explaining the withdrawal of school feeding for
Africans-'you don't want to spoonfeed these children,
their parents take advantage of the school meals'-must
be shown up for what it really is. No one should have
the choice to make between building classrooms and
feeding children; the temptation may well prove too
great.

Education in right eating would be necessary here as
in other lands. There is still a great deal of bad feedin.g
excused on the basis of custom, so that posters, visual
aids and individual instruction will have to be used to
help people to improve their diet; minds that have
adapted to nylon stockings and drip-dry shirts can as
easily be brought to accept ideas about proteins, vita
mins and mineral salts.

If we can begin our thinking about health bv cutting
out the dead wood of malnutrition and the spoliation of
the soil, we shall become free to plan for the actual
medical needs of the people. Here we are on prepared
ground~ for we already have an excellent hospital
service, expanding year by year and certainly a long
way ahead of the services of other territories. There is
already a framework of a nation-wide Health Service,
and the eradication of tuberculosis is occupying some
of the best medical minds in the country. Nothing less
than we have at present would be satisfactory but is
there not more that can be done? Because of medicine's
technical advances the major medical works have con
centrated in the cities, which is commendable and
inevitable, but have we tried seriously to spread the
gospel of health outwards to the periphery, towards the
home of every single man and woman in the Union?
There have been notable attempts, two of which,
Polela under Kark and the Valley Trust under Stott,
have been conspicuously successful, and only a few
realise what solid, hard and effective work is put into
the rural areas by the missions. In my own part of the
country.. in Zululand, the missions carry the bulk of
this work, for the most part with inadequate staff and
on flimsy budgets which would make a Government
Deoartment's hair curl to think upon. We could use
these peripheral hospitals to much greater advantage
than we are doing at present. Where now overworked
doctors are tryin~ to bring positive health to the men
and women in their areas, we might envisage trained
health assistants working in close co-operation with the
doctors.. busy on programmes of education, preventive
inoculation and so on. It should not be impossible to
look forward to the day when even rural homes have a
water supply protected from contamination when fields
are properly ploughed and adequately fertilised, when
every child is protected from smallpox, poliomyelitis,
tuberculosis, diphtheria and tetanus. All these tasks
could be shouldered by assistants whose training need
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not exceed two years; and a decade ago we were on
the edge of achievement. Then, Medical Aides were
being trained, Health Centres being established, and
widespread reforms envisaged. Politics wrecked all that,
so that training was abandoned, funds were withdrawn
and Health Centre buildings left to rot and presently
become unusable. But we could reverse this policy,
rapidly and inexpensively, if we wanted to.

Nursing training is of equal importance, and here a
great deal continues to be accomplished which even
the most fanatical Apartheiders have as yet failed to
destroy by the crazy legislation. The African nurse is
proving herself more and more as the years go by. To
her is passing a growing responsibility for the nursing
services of the country, and she will bear this responsi
bility well or ill in measure as her seniors can retain
their sense of the unity and dignity of all men. More,
much more is required than technical competence.

Of the preventable diseases, malaria, tuberculosis,
bilharzia, venereal disease, one thing may be said:
their eradication is not a matter of drugs alone, but of
re-organising the very basis of life for their victims. To
attack these disorders with pills and injections without
a simultaneous onslaught on bad housing and malnutri
tion, soil erosion and migratory labour, is but to lop off
one head of a dragon whose capacity for regeneration is
way ahead of our national swordsmanship. We must
learn to think outwards, in terms of field workers, mass
X-ray units, agricultural demonstrators a~d Hea~th

Assistants, even as we strengthen our hands In curat~ve

work in our hospitals by research and hard, effectIve
work.

I have written as if the African population were the
only important group to be considered; but if the needs
of Africans are the greatest, they are by no means the
only needs to be considered. May we not rather learn
to see the problems of communal health as truly indi
visible? Those who already have health and wealth
and comfort will not need the more elementary helps
which will be at first required by those who have
none of these things, but at the higher levels of plan
ning for positive health, everyone in every home in the
land is involved. The playing fields, the gardens, the
school meals, the inoculations, the maternity services,
will be shared alike by Houghton and District Six;
then, indeed, the lion shall lie down with the lamb;
they shall not hurt nor destroy in all that holy moun
tain. •
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e Passing the language examination will no longer be
a prerequisite for promotion from clerk to senior
clerk. However~ taking the examination will con
tinue to be a prerequisite. - The Star.

e Sluit aan by die Afrikaanse Studenteklub en behou
jou identiteit -Notice at the University of the Wit
watersrand.

e ANTI-COMMUNISM PARALYSES B.C.P.-New
Age, January 1962.
MOKHEHLE TRIUMPHS OVER COMMUN
ISTS-Contact, January 1962.

e Mr. Sowden represents a certain type of Britons
who desert their own country because of the meagre
living it affords and unhappily gravitate to our
shores. While basking in the lavish hospitality af
forded them here they nevertheless take every op
portunity in fouling the nest that fattens them.
These refugee Britons are the prime movers in the
instigation of race hatred in our country. The
Government has the unqualified support of the
vast majority of South Africans in its honest en
deavour to close the ranks of the Afrikaans and
English-speaking citizens so that we can go for
ward in unity and peace-Letter in Rand Daily

. Mail, 6 December 1961.
e Joint Matriculation Board Examinations:

Europeans room 248
Non-Europeans room 248
Chinese room 246
-Notice at the University of the Witwatersrand.

e The magistrate.. Mr. Rossouw, said: "I don't
know who set the law in motion against you." He
also told Lorraine: "I wish you and Mr. Pillay
luck in regard to your future plans. 1 can't see you
turning back now that you have lived as an Indian.
Perhaps God will forgive you for your folly-I
cannot."-The Cape Times, 17 January 1962.

e House to let, £15 per month, suit married couple
or Italians-Advertisement in The Star.

e You'll find South Africa itself a true gem among
travel experiences, with every detail of transporta
tion and accommodation a bright facet of carefree
comfort and convenience-Advertisement by
Satour in The New Yorker, 4 November 1961.

e HOUSEHOLD AEROSOL knocks down quickly
and kills the following pests by contact: Flies,
Mosquitoes, Flying ·Moths, Wasps, Fleas, Fish
moths, Bedbugs in servants' quarters....
Insecticide label.



Extracts from a
forthcoming
novel·

SARA LIDMAN

A comment on Sara Lidman's novel, I And My Son,
by Elly Jannes, Swedish literary critic and journalist

"APARlHEID is necessary, because I have my soo. Were it not
for him, I could say: 'Let them scatter! Let .those who wish
to -live in the city, anywhere they like-after all, it is theitr
country too!' But they would turn Jo'burg into a location
within a week, and my son, who was born to lay others at his
feet, would be trampled down before he .had even begun
school ... Why should I alone preen myself with a private
conscience and think it a dirty trick to let the blacks work for
nothing, when everyone else thinks it is all right. It's all the
same to me how I make a fortune, as long as I make one.
The blacks will be exploited in any case ..."

The capitalist view of life with its crude choice between
devouring or being devoured, narrow-minded family egoism
dressed up as parental love-that these are the most deep
seated reasons for apCiJrtbeid in South Africa is the conviction
which permeates Sara Lidman's most recent book, I And My
Son.

The Europeans who come to South Africa have only one
aim: to secure, in the shortest possible time, a safe future for
themselves and their families. Solidarity, yes, with their own
relatives and perhaps with their own race, but nothing further,
otherwise the whole system of exploitation would break down.
"God so loved the white men in this country that He endowed
them with richer sunshine, cheaper labour and a more comfort
able way of life than it has pleased Him to give to any other
people in tbe world." On the day that Africa's original inhab
itants achieve civil rights, all the white !!len's privileges will
collapse, and that is why they must be protected, even by
those who realise that the oritics are right.

The chief character in Sara Lidman's book has also come
to South Africa to scrape together a fortune, but his attitude
of "boss" is undermined when he finds tb-at the Africans see
through him and recognise him. He never has time to adopt
the white slogan-Uyou can never understand a native, any
way!" Instead, it is the Africans who understand him, who
tease him and ask him how it feels to earn five times as much
pay as they do for the same work, now it feels to live in the
shelter of a social legislation. And Gladness, the nannie who
looks after his child., is like a big sister, as indomitable in
anger as in joy. He degenerates into a thief, an informer and a
blackmailer. Tries to soothe his uneasy conscience: "Black
mail, though, is particularly despicable . . . why is it more
despicable than squeezing a maximum of work for a minimum
of wages out of thousands of Africans!"

This ~tatement does not hold water as an excuse for the
individual, nor for the chief character in the book, yet it
contains an inner truth. The biggest oriminals in South Africa
are those who never exceed the letter of the law, who never
need to exceed it because they themselves have made the laws
to further their own interest. They have done this without
reflecting that their children will one day have to foot the bill.

We are told in church that "the Son has taken over the
responsibility for our lives. on earth." In I And My Son, these
words are put forth not as a doctrine of atonement, but as a
bitter accusation against the White Father in the world today.

SA RA LID M A N, Sweden's most admired woman
novelist, visited South Africa in 1960.
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What do they want of me?

• • • • • • But what a difference in the factory.
There we are ten whites and ninety blacks. To induce
the boys to hand over the necessary tools, one has to
shout and swear for the whole of the first hour. They
slack off at once if one does not keep them at it. They
are listless. Not one of them has had a cup of tea, or
any sort of breakfast. But as the morning wears on,
they derive strength from the mere fact of their mutual
effort. They lift the cables with mechanical regularity,
twelve by twelve, accompanying each phase of the
work with some sound, they lift in a common rhythm
which transforms the lifting to a dance. Rhythm has to
offset weight. When, at last, they have lost themselves
in these sounds and swaying movements, a force is
released in them, coaxed from them, which moves and
offsets the weight without the men knowing it. They
come and go like the waves of the sea, unaware of the
ship's destination.

But when the rhythm is broken by accident, there is
a curious moment of flatness, when the clucking,
groaning sounds of lifting cease and the men can no
longer be mistaken for waves or any other phenomenon
of nature-they simply stand there as human beings,
each one with his special characteristic, as different
from one another as only individuals can be, gazing at
you with eyes that have begun to glitter with hunger
eyes which are not feverishly unaware, but which are
clear, and look straight into your brain-that is the
moment or two before the ten-o'clock tea is brought to
you and to the other nine. There are still two hours to
go before the lunch pause, when the boys will eat a
slice of bread and drink a ladleful of water. You can
see their hunger-and the swarm of hungry children
behind each of them-their silence is a question-and
you can feel how they grudge you your tea, the tea you
are about to drink, the tea you drank in the morning,.
the morsels of food you give your beloved little child
Igor, who eats so little, yet they even grudge him that,
these savages who themselves could gobble up an ox
for breakfast. It makes you dizzy. There are so many
of them. You can't see a white face anywhere, they are
all in other parts of the halt You hear a European
laugh, impossible to mistake with its message of "us
only-ness", and its disdainful, auxiliary tones. Nobody
but you feels oppressed by the boys, they press their
hungry darkness into you, they threaten your life and
long for you to die, so that they could get that wretched
cup of tea you have merited. How far would one cup
of tea go among so many, it wouldn't be sufficient to
wet their lips. They long for you to die, so tbat you
will not be able to drive and fetch your son from the
creche, they want to see him standing there alone inside
the gate, waiting for a father who cannot come home
because he is dead. They grudge thee thy son, thine
only son. Each of them has so many children, that they
don't know what it is to have only one child, a little
god-when not even I can fully grasp his value, how
can they?
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The eternal overseer

• • • • •• The street is beginning to dance
before my eyes, and I wonder if I am about to be
belc~ed forth frcJD the land of the living. But this has
nothIng to do with me, it is something that passes me
by. A meeting between paving stones and thirty bare
foot heroes from Basutoland, heroes whose stride has
been fostered in wildness. They move as they are
accustomed to at home on the mountains, where the
leopard reveres path and paw in. the same step.

The street, which is used to indifferent walking
trembles at this joyful rhythm. '

The m~n laugh with their white teeth, the day is not
we~-n?urIshed,but pleasant, as most days have been in
!herr l~ves. Basuto blankets across their shoulders, staffs
In theIr hands, the thought of home in the shape of
their hats, plaited from rough Basuto grass.

The young men walk hand in hand or with their little
fin~ers ho?ked together, not noticing the interpretation
which enlIghtened Europeans read into such gestures
of tenderness. Each of them has a woman in Basuto
land. Grandmother, mother, sisters, cousins and aunts
wept yesterday~ w~en the white men came, tempting
them to the mIne In Jo'burg. But for the sake of the
woman the special one who crowned his passion during

Why do they look at me as if I were a bloodsucker?
If they only knew what an inhuman responsibility has
been laid upon me through my son, Igor. What do
these black ragbags want with me? They are staring as
if they were ready to eat up my son, upon my soul I
believe they might.

They have surrounded me. I would be a fool if I did
not notice that. Suddenly I remember a horrible sight I
saw in the bush, early one winter morning. A snake
was trying to writhe its way out of a circle of black
birds-I don't know the names of plants and animals
in Sou.th Africa-the snake was large and light yellow.
the bIrds looked like nordic thrushes. They were
hoppin.g round the reptile, and now and then they
pretended to stand at attention so that he could pass
them unmolested. But each time he made a quick
movement to try and get through, the opening was
blocked by tripping, twittering birds. I watched this for
an hour. I don't know how long the encirclement had
been going on before I came, but the snake showed
obvious signs of exhaustion. The birds did not go to
attack, they merely studied their arch-enemy, and
extracted the snake's hypnotic ability with their
hundreds of eyes, dividing it up between them. Finally,
he lay down flat and drew in his head. The birds stood
q~ite ~till, wat~hi.ng h~w the snake, with much difficulty,
hid hIS head InSIde hIS own skin. When the head was
completely covered, a unified screech rose from the
circle of birds and they pounced on the powerless
hypnotiser with beaks and claws, killing him.

I don't know if the feeling of nausea came on before
this memory, or because of it, but I have to get out at
once. I swear at a couple of boys, who back away,
cross a floor which rises and sinks, wait for them to
attack me from behind, hear the sound of a blow and
expect to fall and, looking round, see two blacks in a
furious row. I go on out. They meant it for me. I know
that, in heart, eyes and entrails. But they do not dare
to attack. The foreman has a revolver. They hit each
other, kill each other in a hate which has gone astray.

I don't want to know how the fight ends. Last week
it finished up with two concussions five nosebleeds and
ten instant dismissals. I refuse to s~y any longer today
here my son and I are in mortal danger. '

I lose nearly a whole day's earnings by going but I
would suffocate if I stayed here. Blasted firm~which
does;t't give a. shilling in compensation if you get HI.
Don t they realIze that you have a son who is dependent
on your income?

I tell the foreman that I must go off duty for the rest
of the day, and he says that he can see from my mouth
that I am out of sorts. He shouldn't have said that it
mustn't show, it mustn't be said of me, "he has a w~ak
heart."

Down in the street, the first thing I hear is a successful
boss saying to another successful boss: "A European
who hasn't been able to make a fortune in South Africa
in ten years is no good anywhere. He's just an idiot.
No guts, .man."
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I threw my arms around him in a moment of silent
worship.

IN

THE

EPISODE

PETER
COD

***

CAPE

PETER COD is a pseudonym, the metaphor drawn from the
finny tribe, which puts me in good company with contemporary
columnist fashion. See the New Statesman, if you are prepared
to risk it. Drawn, too, from the name of a political organisa
tion I used to belong to, an organisation with an atmosphere
as strange, innocent and sinister as a Graham Greene novel
Our Man in Havana to be precise.
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HAIRY CAME UP to see me. He was restless. "Let's go
to the bar," he said.

"No bar here."
"l.let's talk to the bar tender. '
"No bar tender either."
"Let's go to a bull-fight."
"No bull-fights on Table Mountain."
"Without these things how do you live here?" Hairy

asked.
"I came here te escape civilisation."
"Sure have," said Hairy.
"Let's make money," said Hairy.
"There's my boy," I noted.
"Let's write a musical glamourising shebeens," he

said breathlessly (although that way it was difficult to
say). "It will be a certainty because this is the time with
this new liquor law comin.g up for legislation sometime
this year and all and we could cash in with our Re
quiem for Shebeens."

"Yeaaaah," I said, stretching it to capacity (a one·
word rhapsody).

"We can also gIamourise violence," he said, "and
Township Life."

"But no politics,~' I stressed.
"No politics!", he agreed.
"We will call it a Jazz Opera," he went on. (Man, he

has a creative mind). "And have an 'all African cast'."

WESTERN
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the night and walked two steps behind him in the
daytime, as befits a queen, for her sake he had joined
company with the overseer from Jo'burg. Hamba kahle
-walk with care-are the words of farewell.

Africa's sons descend into Africa's earth to dig out
precious stones and gold to be exchanged for bread
and words, to fetch a ring for the girl-wife's finger
for the mutual comeliness of that gold and that skin.

How can Africa's sons know anything about the days
in the camps, their concentration and smell and colour,
how different they are from the days and nights which
went unmeasured among the mountains of Basutoland?
Or how wildness loses its moderation and taste in
crowded tunnels, -how the glimmer of gold grows dim,
like the eyes of captive leopards. Where is the joy and·
grace of that dance which the overseer orders every
night? Naked, African men have to stretch out their
fingers and toes, one by one, open their mouth wide,
hold their behind apart lift up their member-in case
a grain of gold is found on you, you black thief-ask
your friends how one is cured from that mote.

Sons of Africa fetching gold out of Africa's soil as a
token of eternal faith for millions of non-African
women across the sea. Authenticity above all. The
highest number of carats and the highest cultural level.
Top youth demands top quality. Send a piece of brass
wire to the bride in Basutoland, she is yours for ever
anyway.

If you try to make off across the barbed wire one
night, and the police catch you, as you have no pass,
and you are sent to Potgieter's prison farm in Africa's
Heidelberg, then you will not have hopes of Basutoland
any more, then the mining camp will be good enough
for you to long for. Pretensions drop on Potgieter's
farm. Black men drop to the edge of the hole of death
on Potgieter's farm in New Heidelberg. "The rats that
are there are- very big."

In the mine compound, food is worth more than it is
elsewhere.

Soon you will not be asking so many questions.
Five thousand men and no women, and the innocent

hook of your little finger despairs and grows all twisted,
until you suddenly realize why the overseer smiled so
mockingly at interlaced men's hands that day, when
nobody knew more about the night than that woman
bore its glory.

The street trembles beneath the men's graceful walk.
Their legs are still shiny after the farewell anointing.

The overseer is white, relentless, full of human wrath.
His hatred is much bigger than himself. The recruiting
sergeant for King Charles XII's last army. The debt
collector. The foremost among citizens. The eternal
overseer.

Does anybody notice the white overseer and his catch
from Basutoland? No, nobody, for The Star has just
appeared, and all those who can read are learning some
more about what Eichmann did some twenty-five years
ago. "How could people at the time have been so blind?
Let us never forget what happened then."

The street trembles in astonishment. The stones of
Jo'burg rise and fall before my eyes. But my heart is
silent.



Two weeks later, he came again, on his bicycle this
time because his motor-scooter was, like, broken.

"'It has been done before," he cried.
"No!" I sobbed.
"Yes!" he yelped.
We collapsed on to the ground and wept. Because we

were sad.
"Let us," he said, "rather write a musical about the

Cape Coloured fisherfolk."
"Goodie," said I.
"It will be full of funny language and show the quaint

ways of these folk."
"It must be cute," I said, "and colourful, and gay."
"And ersatz!" he added.
"And ersatz!" I added also.

The man wheeled himself up in his wheel-chair.
"The song has ended," he groaned.
"It hasn't been done," he sighed.
"Too revolutionary?" I asked.
"Indeed," he replied. ~

We pondered. For a long time. For a week. Then
Hairy spoke.

"Let us play it safe. We shall write another musical
glamourising shebeens."

"Gee, what a wonderful idea, Hairy," I said, "With
an all White cast?"

"No. An all black cast."
"You are a genius," I pointed out.
"Its name will be 'Cali me Missus'."
"You're the boss, Hairy."
As indeed he is. e
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A week later the man walked up the mountain, using
his handkerchief. To wipe up the perspiration. His eyes
were wet. With tears. He was sad.

"It has been done," he moaned.
I moaned too.
We both moaned.
"Let us then write a musical about Cato Manor," he

suggested.
"That is in Natal," I pointed out.
He saw the point.
"But," he said, "we could romanticise the English

Section in Natal."
"Wow!" I gulped. ..
I embraced the genius. What a revolutIonary Idea.
"The hero could be, nay, must be, a polo player. Tall,

young, blond, handsome," Hairy said.
"And shy," I played it by ear.
"And shy," Hairy played it that way too. .
"He is playing polo for Natal when called In to

rescue the Natal cricket side struggling against a band
of foreign invaders. From the Transvaal. He scores a
century. With his polo stick. He saves the side."

"We will call it 'The Natal Stand'."
"Yes," said Hairy.
"And," I went 9n, "Adam Leslie will play the hero.

Or Mr. Trollip."
Hairy embraced me.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Cautious Conservatives,
Coherent Critics

HARRY JAGUAR

Policies, parties and the press in Nigeria

THE NIGERIAN GOVERNMENT has a moderate, pro-British
pro-Western Foreign policy. Though it professes
neutralism it is distinctly anti-Communist (for a long
time the Russians were obstructed in their efforts to
open an embassy in Lagos). But Nigeria is a very loyal
supporter of the United Nations and has backed the
V.N. throughout in the Congo.

The Nigerian government inherits its caution from
the British. On Pan-African affairs it is a keen member
of the Monrovia bloc and sees things in the same light
as the BrazzavilIe powers in French-speaking Africa.

Nigeria has still its own regional, and even tribal
differences to overcome, its government is therefore
suspicious of attempts at political unity in Africa. For
the time being it is national unity which has to be built.
There is a fear that grandiose schemes for political
union will prove unworkable, and that it is better to
explore all other methods of technical, economic and
cultural co-operation first.

On the question of concentrating on internal develop
ment as a first priority, Nigerian leaders see things in
the same way as M. Houphouet Boigny of the Ivory
Coast. Like the Ivory Coast the country is thriving
because of its reputation for stability, its encourage
ment of foreign capital and the inducements it offers to
white businessmen.

Nigerian leaders are highly suspicious of President
Nkrumah of Ghana. They feel that he is trying to be a
Prima Donna whose goal is to lead Africa on an
international scale. In recent months the Nigerian
leaders feel that Nkrumah is being proved wrong. His
concentration on international leadership at the expense
of internal development is now resulting in serious
difficulties at home. While the Ghana economy is sliding
badly, Nigeria continues to make the best of foreign
capital. Light industry is rapidly being established. Oil
has been discovered, cement factories are working to
capacity, rubber is playing an increasingly important
part in exports. In 1956/57 the Government spent £9
million on its economic development programme. In
1958/59 £27m. In 1959/60 £32m. and in 1960/61 £46m.

Despite all this the youth of Nigeria is still not
satisfied. There is considerable opposition to the govern
ment among intellectuals, young people and an ever
growing class of semi-educated unemployed city
dwellers.

The young men of Nigeria feel that Britain gave the
country a capitalist economic system. They feel that the

H A R R Y JAG U A R is a journalist in West
Africa.
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present government has not altered the system to any
marked degree and that the go:ve~ent is ~eref~re
pursuing an old-fashioned, colomahst economIC pOII.CY.

Nigerian youth is even more outspoken on ForeIgn
policy and African ~airs. On.t!lls the. youn.g peopl~

are joined by the offiCIal Opp<?sI~Ion whIch spea~ for
a change, with some real convlctl?n. People 100~lng. at
Nigeria from the outside are surpnsed that the NIgenan
government remains in power in these circumstances.

Nevertheless the government is one of the most stable
in Africa. The reason for this is that it is formed by an
alliance of two parties-the Northern People's Congress
and the National Council for Nigeria and the Came
roans. Between them these parties have an overwhelm
ing majority in the Federal Assembly of 239 to 66.

The only thing that could bring down the government
electorally would be a split between ~he N.P.~. and t~e
N.C.N.C. But (1) there is not the slIghtest SIgn of thIS
happening. Ministers of )Jot~ .parties are w?rking ~
great friendship and amIcabIlIty; (2) even If a spItt
occurred the Northern People's Con.gress still controls
148 out of 305 seats in the Federal Assembly. It could
therefore form a government with only one or two
dissidents from other parties.

The ,Northern People's Congress is the party of the
18 million strong Northern region of Nigeria which
outnumbers the 8 million people in the East and 6
million in the West. It is an aristocratic party in which
the Fulani overlords have managed to preserve their
dominance over the masses who now form the ordinary
voters. The Islamic religion also tends to preserve the
homogeneity and the conservatism of the region.

The case of the great Nigerian nationalist Dr.
Nnamdi Azikiwe, is symbolic of what has happened to
Nigeria. Here is the father of all African nationalists,
the one-time firebrand, the champion of the progressive
South of the country. Now he is Governor-General of
the Federation. He is trying sincerely to remain above
his past political affiliations to the N.C.N.C. His object
is ·now to build national unity even at the expense of
dropping many of his radical and revolutionary ideals.

Dr. Azikiwe feels that Nigeria, given time, will find
its own slow, cautious, liberal-minded way towards the
democratic socialism that is so near to his heart.
Equally important, Nigeria has found a great leader in
the Northerner, Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa, a man
who acts with unimpeachable diplomacy.

No matter how vigorously the intellectuals and youth
attack the Nigerian government for its lack of dyna
mism, Sir Abubakar's sincerity and impartiality are
never questioned. When a national controversy rages
both sides wait to hear what Sir Abubakar has to say
on the matter. And when he does speak he generally
says that Nigerians must make up their own minds and
decide the issue in question by constitutional means.

In Africa today it is difficult for a national leader to
be as conservative, cautious as Sir Abubakar. He is
naturally accused of preserVing the form of British
colonialism. His critics claim that he does not have the
militancy and dynamism of Nkrumah and Sekou Toure,
and that Nigeria is failing to play a leading part in the
new Africa.

Leader of the Federal Opposition, Chief Obafemi
Awolowo, of the Action Group Party is the most
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The Nigerian Press
Nigeria's Press is certainly one of the freest in
Africa and the world. Its newspapers take all
viewpoints-militant African nationalist, pro
Western powers, near Com~uni~t~besid~sr~fie.c
ting political party viewpOInts InsIde Nlg~na It
self. EveI)' major Nigeria~ ~ewspaper. IS run
entirely by Nigerians for ~lgenans. WhItes ~old

only managerial and technIcal posts. All EdItors
are blacks.
DAILY PAPERS

Daily Times. Circulation 120,000. Policy indepen
dent with a slight bias towards the government
and the Northern Peoples Congress party. Owned
by the London Daily Mirror group it adopts a
favourable attitude towards Britain and the West.
Favours Monrovia bloc. Its staff is entirely Niger
ian except for managers. Its columnist Tai Solarin
is the doyen of Nigerian columnists and takes a
lively individual line on. most subjects.. .
Daily Express. CirculatIon 60,000. ThIS IS the up
and coming newspaper which has only been estab
lished a year and is gaining readers faster than
any other paper. It was la~gely owned by Tho~

son newspapers, the CanadIan newspaper propne
tor, but Thomson has now pulled most of his
capital out. This has not made any difference to
the paper's policy. It supports Chief A'wolowo's
Action Group party on internal affairs. Strangely
enough it does not seem to support the Action
group on African affairs. The Express has been
deeply shocked by events in Ghana. It now tends
to favour the Monrovia bloc rather than the Casa
)lanca bloc. But sometimes it is very outspoken,
~riticising Americans, Russians, Ghanaians, even
Nigerians! It has even been critical of the majori
ty Action Group, Western Region on the way
some city council elections have not been demo
cratically held.
West African Pilot. Circulation about 25,000.
Technically far behind Times, Express, Dr.
Nnamdi Azikiwe's old paper. It now vigorously
supports the N.C.N.C. and supports the govern
ment on internal policy, but it is definitely in
favour of a more militant African oolicy. Wants
real neutralism between East and West. Does not
like Communism any more than American
capitalism. Quite often prints articles advocating
Communism alongside handouts straight from
the British Information Services. The fact that the
Pilot uses much material from the British and
American information services is rather more due
to a simple lack of material than to a love of
Britain.
Morninf( Post. Circulation 30,000. This paper only
started in October and it is a long way from being
established. It has been formed by the Nigerian
government as a government paper but so far it
has been pursuing a surprisingly independent and
journalistically good line. There have been no
panegyrics of Nigerian leaders, no hero-worship
of the kind one finds the Ghana pt;lperS are full of.
It seems to be an adult and sophisticated paper
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which allows government critics to air their views
-for example there have been many articles
recently by student critics of the government. It
also prints articles by people who criticise the
government, though it adds, in large letters "The
views of this article are not necessarily shared by
the Editors of this paper". It has a lot of foreign
news printed very brightly.
These four papers are the backbone of Nigeria's
reading matter, and they do give a very good
popular coverage. They lack more serious articles
however though the Express and the Daily Times
sometimes produce something of a more profound
nature. Technically the Express, Times and Post
are a long, long way ahead of the Pilot. The Pilot
is however a much more characteristically Afri
can newspaper. It was originally founded by Dr.
Nnamdi Azikiweas a voice of African Nation
alism. There is a fifth daily paper the Telegraph.
This has a tiny circulation-l,OOO copies. It is so
crudely printed it is sometimes almost unreadable.
It is violently militant attacking the British boy
scouts movement as a "spy organisation" and
claiming that Britain was responsible for attack
ing the American fleet at Pearl Harbour. Accord
ing to the Pilot the British disguised themselves
as Japanese!

SUNDAY PAPERS

The Sunday Times, Sunday Express and Sunday
Post are all just sensational versions of the daily
papers. They have the same political views but
are rather more interested in the sensational type
of Sunday story 'I married a murderer', 'Medicine
man bewitches village' type of story.
Service Weekly. Circulation 30,000. This is
,Nigeria's nearest approach to a serious magazine.
It is halfway between a news digest and a maga
zine. Its primary interest is politics and it is
entirely in favour of the opposition Action Group
and in favour of the Western region government
of Nigeria where the Action Group has a majo
rity. It attacks the government on the lines of
Chief Awolowo. It is a well argued paper.
Drum Magazine. Nigeria edition. Monthly. Circu
lation 110,000. Drum is a mass circulation pic
ture magazine. It goes for sensational stories
sex, crime, black magic, sport, religion but it
does have some very serious political commentary
between the sensationalism. Also some articles on
culture. Its political line is absolutely neutral
between the parties. Its editor is under very
strict instructions not to favour any Political party
and to give both opposition and government a
fair hearing.

The capital which founded Drum originally
was South African, but now the Ghana and
Nigeria editions are entirely separated from the
parent company. Printing is now done in England
by the photogravure process. All the editorial
staff including the Editor is Nigerian. There are
only two whites in West Africa for Drum-the
business manager and an accountant, they have
no say on editorial questions.
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coherent critic of the government. He claims that
Nigeria is not pursuing a neutral foreign policy but is
blatantly pro-British and pro-West. Here are his main
points:

1. On Independence Nigeria took over the inter
na~io~al rights and obligations drawn up by
BntaIn.

2. Nigeria signed the Anglo.lNigerian Defence Pact
which gave Britain flying rights over Nigeria and
u!1restricted entry for British forces into Nigeria.

3. SIr Abubakar Balewa often consults Premier
Harold Macmillan on foreign policy issues.

4. The Nigerian government has no ambassador in
Russia and put obstacles in the way of establish
ing a Russian embassy in Lagos.

5. Nigeria has joined the Monrovia bloc "which is
financed by the Western powers." (These are
Awolowo's actual words).

6. The government offers every inducement to
foreign investors of the Western bloc who come
"to exploit the country's natural resources in
whatever way they choose."

Awolowo's criticism comes in a still .more powerful
form from Dr. Tunji Otegbeye, leader of the Nigerian
Youth Congress. This is a pressure group rather than a
political party. Dr. Tunji Otegbeye emerged as leader
of the group. He is 32, bearded, dressed in national
costume, with sandals on his feet.

.<?tegbeye is typical of the young, educated, intelligent
cntlc ?f the government. His Nigerian Youth Congress
organIsed the demonstrations, which turned into a riot
after the death of Patrice Lumumba. Young people
broke i~to the Federal Assembly and assaulted mem
bers while others stoned European cars in the streets.

The story of the resistance to the
introduction of women's
passes in Zeerust

THE DOMIN·EE
AN,D THE
DOM-PAS

MARY ANN WALL

This is a summary of the Rev. Charles
Hooper's book Brief Authority which was
banned in 1960. As Anglican Rector of
Zeerust he saw the grim repression of the
Bafurutse by the police.

Send 35c plus 4c postage to:

INSIGHT PUBLICATIONS BOX 4232 CAPE TOWN
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This violence was qUIte un-NIgerIan and Its sudden
explosion was indicative of the intense feeling of the
country's youth on African problems. Lumumba was
seen as a symbol of the new Africa, murdered by the
colonialists. Otegbeye took a leadin.g part in the demon
strations and he has recently been bound over to keep
the peace for 18 months by a Nigerian magistrate.

While he was in prison Dr. Otegbeye had a son. He
called him Lumumba. He took a leading role in the All
Nigeria People's Conference held at the end of August.
The conference was called by Sir Abubakar largely to
test the reaction of the intelligentsia to his foreign policy.

Characteristically Sir Abubakar did not try to pack
the meeting to secure a government majority. He
wanted youth and intelligent people everywhere to have
a chance to criticise. They criticised all right! Dr.
Otegbeye led the majority who wanted realignment with
the Casablanca powers. He felt that Nigeria should be
more militant and should back the immediate forma
tion of an Africa High Command of military forces.

Towards the end of the historic conference the
brilliant intellectual and personal adviser of Sir Abuba
kar, Dr. K. O. Mbadiwe had to make unorthodox
manoeuvres to get the conference to support the politi
cal union of Africa in principle only. He also got the
conference to support in principle the formation of an

REVIEWS

Autobiography
Unadorned

ALAN PATON

Let My People Go by A. J. Luthuli (Collins, London)

ONE OF MR. LUTHULI'S famous countrymen, the poet
Ray Campbell, wrote thus of his own determination
not to write obscurely.

I will go stark, and let my meanings show
Clear as a milk-white feather in a crow
Or a black stallion on a field of snow.

That is Luthuli-the black stallion. His standing on a
white field is an image not to be laboured. But the
othelr part of the image is perfect-the blackness, the
strength, the pride that makes him no man's plaything,
and a certain solitariness, partly imposed by the harsh
bans of authority, partly a quality of his own nature.

Mr. Luthuli understands deeply the dominant role
that white fear plays in South African politics, and the
way in which the Christian Afrikaner has become more
a believer in historical determinism than in Christian
redemption. He writes

the tendency to see oneself perpetually as a victim will
lead to the evasion of responsibility and the condoning
of evil.

That goes right to the heart of it. Many Africans
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AfrIca High Command. SInce that tIme sir Abubakat
has not shown that he is prepared to change his policy
in any way.

But the opposition at the conference had made its
mark. Prominent voices were Dr. Otegbeye, Mr. Dapo
Falashe, leader of the Ibadan University Students'
Union, and Femi Okunnu, N.Y.C. Secretary.

On the credit side Sir Abubakar can say that his
government played a leading role in getting South
Africa expelled from the Commonwealth. Nigeria also
broke off diplomatic relations with France over the
French hydrogen bomb tests. Still more constructive,
Nigeria has played a leading part in supporting the
United Nations in the Congo. It has backed the central
Congolese government throughout, though it has
favoured Kasavubu-Mobutu rather than Lumumba
faction. Nigerian troops have taken full part in the
Congo operation and the country has borne its share of
the expenses involved.

The most hopeful thing about Nigeria is that it is a
democracy which is susceptible to popular pressure. Its
leader Sir Abubakar is a genuine liberal. He is the kind
of man who weighs issues profoundly before making up
his mind, but this is precisely because he is liberal
minded, scrupulous and fair. Under his leadership
Nigeria is certain to progress in the right direction. •

today are no longer willing to believe that the evil
actions of authority are inspired by fearful motives.
Mr. Luthuli is still willing to believe it, and he states
that this belief has possibly protected him against hatred
and bitterness. But under no circumstances does he say
to white South Africa, "I know you are afraid, I know
you want to do justice, therefore we shall wait upon
your conversion." On the contrary, he expects no such
conversion, although he always notes and welcomes the
conversions of individual white South Africans and
speaks warmly of the white Congress of Democrats and
the nonracial Liberal Party, even though he thinks the
time for nonracial parties is after liberation, not before.
As for his own demands for his own people, he does
not modify them by one jot or tittle; his demand is full
participation in government, that cry of one man one
vote, which is both the pride and the terror of the West.

Mr. Luthuli describes a meeting with Mr. Harry
Oppenheimer who after declaring that he understood
the African point of view, took Mr. Luthuli and his
friends to task, because the extreme nature of their
demands (the vote) and their methods (the boycott)
made it difficult for him, Mr. Oppenheimer, to convince
others of the justice of such demands. Mr. Luthuli's
reply was characteristic; he said they were real
demands, and that

it was far better that white South Mrica should here
and now know their nature than be constantly taken
by surprise by being admitted to our thoughts instal
ment by inst~lment.

That says a great deal about the South African·
situation in which there is no provision for political
concession and adjustment. It also says a great deal
about Mr. Luthuli himself. What he is in fact saying to
white South Africa is this: "our democratic ideals are
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as high as yours, and you will have to trust yourseif to
them, for power will be in our hands; but we cannot
wait for your change of heart, becaqse you will not
have one."

To this he adds grave words

.... we should have no illusion about the price which
he (the white man) will exact in African blood before
we are admitted to citizenship in our own land.

Mr. Luthuli demands one qualification of white South
African co-workers; they must believe unreservedly in
African liberation. It would be ,misleading to say he is
uncompromising in this goal; it would be correct to say
he cannot conceive of any other.

Is Mr. Luthuli an African Nationalist? Of course he
is. His love of Africa and all things African is mani
fested in these pages. But he states categorically that the
slogan Africa for the Africans means Africa for all
those who love her and make her their home. This
reassurance is sometimes nullified because he speaks
of "my people," meaning his own indigenous fellow
Africans. It is this which leads some white people to
dr ~ t him, and to turn for safety--even with heavy

'l.rts-to the Afrikaner laager.
,.fr. Luthuli never minces words in speaking of white

~ - emacy; he talks damningly of white rule, white
domination, white arrogance, white callousness. He
does not use nice words like Western, foreign, alien,
imported; he just uses white. This is characteristic of
him, but it repels those white South Africans who were
reaching out timid and tentative fingers to touch him.

Compounded with this ruggedness and uncompro
misingness is a deep religious faith. Mr. Luthuli makes
·t clear that at Groutville, conversion to Christianity
meant "the creation, almost, of a new kind of people";
his faith was deepened at Adams College, under Edgar
Brookes. But this did not prevent him from being a
critic of South African Christianity, and of the way in
which the Church "tended to accommodate itself to the
general secular pattern of the country." Mr. Luthuli
condemns apartheid utterly as a corruption of Christian
standards, an attempt to pour back this "new kind of
people" into the old mould of tribalism.

He was therefore bound to question the duty of a
Christian towards the State. With full understanding of
what he was doing, he, as head of the African National
Congress in Natal, and at the same time Chief of the
Umvoti Mission Reserve, took a leading part in the
Defiance Campaign of 1952, which aimed to break
openly certain apartheid laws. Of this he writes that

what we have aimed to do in South Africa is to bring
the white man to his senses, not to slaughter him.

Because of these actions he was summoned to
Pretoria, where Dr. Eiselen, who could make and un
make Chiefs, asked him how he, an officer of the law,
could encourage people to defy the law. The outcome
of it all was that Mr. Lutuli was deposed. He made a
public statement which contained a famous passage:

Who will deny that thirty years of my life have been
spent knocking in vain, patiently, moderately and
modestly at a closed and barred door?

He concluded: "The road to Freedom is via the Cross.
Mayibuye! Afrika! Afrika~! Afrika!" ,

Mr; Luthuli states more than once that his faith sent
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hIm into politics, and sustained him through the mtel
minable Treason Trial. He concludes his book by
saying that if God gives him strength, he will die, if
need be, for the cause. That Mr. Luthuli is a convinced
Christian, there can be no doubt; "but his Christianity
is unreco.gnisable to the great majority of white South
African Christians." That is the state of our nation.

The question is often asked, how does this Christian
man co-operate so warmly 'with Communists? Mr.
Luthuli's answer has always been the same. He is not
a Communist; he believes Communism to be "a mixture
of a false theory of society linked to a false 'religion'."
He himself tends towards Socialism, and he is no
worshipper of the State. His main purpose is African
liberation, and "resistance movements cannot afford the
luxury of McCarthyism." Once he put the matter pithily
to this reviewer; he said

If a man is working with me for liberation I do not
enquire into his lesser politics.

Mr. Luthuli's willingness to co-operate with allIed to
the Congress Alliance, the Freedom Charter, the
Treason Trial, and his several bannings. It is this
invincible resolution that is portrayed without adorn
ment in this unadorned book. Strength, pride, integrity,
they show in his book, as they show in his strong
rugged face.

Is Mr. Luthuli representative of his people? Do they
share his high ideals, his abhorrence of totalitarian
power, his magnanimity? He does not pose this question
but he answers it. He says he does not for a moment
entertain the idea of Africans turning into race
oppressors; he says the Master Race concept is not
theirs. The trouble is that the great majority of white
South Africans do not believe him; why should black
men be more magnanimous than they?

The great strength of Mr. Luthuli's book, its un
adorned picture of courage and integrity, is also its
great weakness. There is no echo of Luthuli the orator,
here; -the tone is too flat and even. Poetry he does not
permit himself. When his second ban expired, he waited
for the bans to expire of his devoted associates Conco
and Yengwa, so that they could travel together. "We
decided", he says, "to give ourselves a shake in the air
of freedom." But such touches are rare.

Nor does Mr. Luthuli permit himself much emotion,
except occasionally, 'when he speaks of his wife or
mother, or of some close associate such as Dr. Coneo,
or of some admired white friend, such as Bishop
Ambrose Reeves, to whom he pays more than one
deserved tribute.

This artistic and dramatic deficiency, or alternatively
this emotional austerity and modesty, deprives us of
much of the feeling of some of these events; and it
applies to the description of the home life also, so that
we do not know what it was like to live in Groutville.
Nor do we know what it was- like to belong to the
African National Congress, and to attend its con
ferences, and to know that one's course was dangerous.
The autobiography in fact reads like a statement of
basic material for a biography that should certainly one
day be written. .

Yet as the great strength is the great weakness, so is
the weakness the strength. Quite clearly this story is
the truth, set down by a man to whom truth comes so
naturally, that he does not think to adorn it and drama-
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tise it. In his Epilogue, Mr. Luthuli, in a passage less
austere than most, grieves over those whose good and
honourable desires led to banishment, deportation and
gaot while their famili~s suffered poverty and acute
distress. One may well gneve over them, and over. South
Africa. And one may grieve over the noble wrIter of
this book, whose life has been spent in brave struggle
and resistance and suffering, when it could have been
spent more fruitfully and creatively in the service of
South Africa. •

EDWARD

Are Africans Backward?

animal (a writer and builder) started neither in Africa
nor in Europe, but in Asia. It affected the Greeks
2,800 years ago, the Germans a thousand years ago and
the Africans only in modern times, not because the
Greeks were "superior" to the Germans and the Ger
mans Hsuperior" to the Africans. but because of. purely
fortuitous circumstances.

'The argument here is clear enough: enviro.nmental
and not racial factors seem to be responsIble for
African backwardness. But this argument is not
sustained with any degree of clarity, because Leakey
fails to face up to the fundamental difficulty which
bedevils almost all discussions involving race. This
dIfficUlty arIses from our inability to separate out the
effects of nature and nurture in human affairs.

There is of course an irrelevant diversion (a false
trail) which must be avoided before the discussion gets
under way. This is the subjective idea of "superiorIty"
and Hinteriority". Leakey realises. this: peo~l~ are
prone, he says, to consider as superIor the qualitIes of
the race to which they happen to belong. In the case
of the Africans there were Hcertain ways" in which r~J ~,,~

were perhaps superior to their white invaders.
number of examples are given. Africans believed inJ I
practised family planning; the Kikuyu for .instaner r:
that a woman should not start another chIld befort1 ~JL1"

previous one was two years old, because both mother
and children would sufter. Africans did not impose the
death penalty except on the persistent murderer. They
believed that restitution must be made to the bereaved
family. Other examples concern the rights of women
and the avoidance of drunkenness.

It is strange that a biologist should consider such
differences between European and African custom as
evidence of inherited mental and psychological
differences. He does not actually state that he regards
these differences as genetic in nature but it is clear
enough that he means this because these examples are
introduced by the following statement:

"As a social anthropologist, I naturally accept and
even stress the fact that there are major differences,
both mental and psychological, which separate the
different races of mankind. Indeed I would be in
clined to suggest that however great may ·be the
physical differences between such races as the
European and the Negro, the mental and psycholo
gical differences are greater still."
A statement such as this can have little meaning

unless the terms "mental" and "psychological" are very
carefully defined. Individuals within a group differ in
ability and temperament. The causes of such differences
are highly complex, iI1volving both genetical and
environmental factors. Whether there are overall
statistically significant differences in genetic factors
between races which affect social and political behaviour
is something which we cannot determine from existing
data.

On the face of it there are other and more obvious
explanations as to why, for instance, "one man one
vote" has resulted in dictatorship in Ghana or Russia
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The Progress and Evolution of Man in Africa, L. S. B.
Leakey (Oxford University Press)

THIS LITTLE VOLUME contains two lectures recently
given by Dr. Leakey in Britain. In the first he disc~sses

the progress of man in Africa, i~ the second ~rIca~s

contrIbution to human evolutIon. The wnter IS

intrigued by the interesting fact that Africa, cons~dered

in recent times the most backward of the contments,
appears to have been no·t merely the place where man
eVOlved from non..man but also the region where the
first form of human culture was developed.

What constitutes man as distinct from non-man is of
course a matter of definition. Dr. Leakey thinks the
basic criterion of humanity is the ability to make tools
to a set and regular pattern. That this occurred for the
first time in Africa is well substantiated by the archaeo
logical evidence. The implication theref?re is that
"Africans" initiated that long progressIve process
which led to modem civilisation. But this is not the
same thing as saying that the Africans (i.e. the
Negroid peoples as' we know them today) .were the
pioneers of culture. Presu~ably there was .a tIme w~en

all men were Africans. sInce no men eXIsted outSIde
of Africa.

There is confusion here between places and peoples,
since Dr. Leakey at one moment is comparing cultural
developments in Europe and Africa ("while Africa
cannot challenge Europe in respect of the oldest depic
tive art . . . man in Africa during the early stages of
the hand-axe culture was already sufficiently interested
in colouring matter to transport lumps of red ochre for
many miles te his home") and in the next breath is
considering the chaos in the Congo where he says
Europeans are mistakenly trying to impose their ideas
of democracy upon Africans accustomed to quite
different systems of government.

One can agree with Leakey when he says that he
"does not blame racial factors for African stagnation
during the period which commenced about 5,000 B.e.
and continued until a few years ago." There were other
factors, mainly geographic and climatic which were
beyond human control.

The cultural revolution which made man a recording
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